The elegance and comfort of use is improved by the control panel with height adjustment according to the operator’s length. Processing firewood no longer places a strain on the body! The Palax C900 is fitted with an unbeatably fast 900-mm hard-metal blade. In addition to the indefatigable blade, the stroke length of the splitting cylinder is controlled by the patented Palax Optimi system. Together with the automatic high-speed valve, it makes the splitting operation unbeatably fast. The machine is equipped with a hydraulic log clamp and a discharge conveyor with adjustable speed. The machine also comes with quick-connectors for the Palax log deck. The all-hydraulic control, the sturdy in-feed conveyor together with the 4.3 m long discharge conveyor, make the processing of firewood effective and easy.

The new generation Palax C900 is a firewood processor with a circular saw-blade for professional use in demanding conditions. In this redesigned powerhouse, the focus is on practicality, without forgetting the visual appearance.
Because the Palax firewood processors are always delivered ready-assembled, they are quick and easy to put into operation. The in-feed conveyors and discharge conveyors of the machines are fitted with quick-releases. In addition, the discharge conveyor is equipped with a winch that enables the machine to be easily made ready for operation without the use of tools. The advanced Palax firewood processors are fitted with a discharge conveyor with two chains with a completely open underside, which ensures the trouble-free processing of firewood. The conveyor can also be turned to the side, which maximises its capacity: you can allow the machine to continue its work by turning the discharge conveyor onto another trailer or a bag-packing stand, as the previous one fills up.

Powered by tractor
In-feed conveyor 20 x 200 cm
Quick couplings for hydraulic rear feed roller
Palax Optimii
Log-stop, gives way automatically
Speed control for cutting

Automatic high-speed valve
Quick-release for splitting wedge
Hydraulic height adjustment of splitting wedge
Manual adjustment of conveyor
Speed control for discharge conveyor

Option:
Powered by electric motor 15 kW
Hydraulic swing of the conveyor
Hydraulic oil cooler
Quick couplings for additional equipments